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The Continental Coffee Shop Display System

The Azur range
Modular display counters, 

bar units, back bar shelving and accessories



The Continental Bar and Coffee Shop System is a selection of refrigerated and 
ambient display cases, combined with bar and counter modules for coffee shops, 
wine bars or restaurants.
It is available in a range of wood veneer fi nishes and a large selection of module sizes. The system includes back 
bar shelving with mirror panels and down lighting to create the most spectacular display schemes.

Azur is the very latest coffee shop system, featuring contemporary and classic designs.

Azur Olo

Olo has a plain wood or coloured laminate 

veneer that allows the food and drink 

displays to speak for themselves, with 

worktops that can be used to blend in or 

contrast with the choice of colour fi nish.

Azur Quinta

Quinta is a classic counter design, with a 

sleek internal panel outline that accentuates 

its clean lines and suitability for coffee 

shops, patisseries and confectioneries.

Azur Amarante

Amarante has a vintage coffee shop design 

with vertically grooved inlay panels that 

provide defi nition to its clean lines and 

sweeping curves.
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Azur Alvites

Alvites has a simple wood design with 

decorative aluminium strips that add 

dynamism and extra character for trendy 

city locations.

Azur Carva

Carva has a more pronounced wood 

panel effect that beautifully accentuates 

the straight lines and bold curves of this 

elegant coffee shop system.

Azur back bar shelving

The Azur back bar shelving system is 

designed to be in harmony with all of

the styles in the modular bar and counter 

range.

Available in the four standard Azur wood fi 

nishes, it includes down lighting, optional 

mirrored insert panels, glass shelves and 

easy-to-fi t wall mountings.

There are two designs, the traditional Porto 

and the more contemporary Salsas.

Porto

Salsas

Porto
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Azur  bread display counter

Designed for bakeries and patisseries, the  

Azur bread counters are available in the 4 

standard wood fi nishes to match the modular 

systems. They come with optional down 

lighting, shelving and sliding doors or bread 

racks to the base.

RAL colours
In addition to the fi nishes listed above, the Azur coffee shop system is also available in the full selection of RAL colours by special order.

Wood veneer fi nishes

Coloured lacquer fi nishes

Granite worktop fi nishes

Azur wood, worktop and coloured lacquer fi nishes

Dealer address panel
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